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1831, then toured and sold across America from 1833 until the final four, with their papyri, 
were purchased by the Mormons in 1835. One of these papyri would be “translated” by Jo-
seph Smith as the “Book of Abraham.” Ritner’s Dallas lecture was occasioned by his in-press 
volume of a complete edition of the Joseph Smith papyri; see below. 

In April, Ritner participated in the Chicago conference Imagined Beginnings: The Poetics 
and Politics of Cosmogony, Theogony and Anthropogony in the Ancient World, held at the 
Franke Institute for the Humanities. His presentation on April 9 surveyed varying cosmolo-
gies and myths of origin in “Theogonies and Cosmogonies in Egyptian Ritual.” In April and 
May, he delivered two Harper Lectures for the University of Chicago Alumni Association, 
speaking on “Ancient Egyptian Magic: Curses and Love Potions” in Oak Park, Illinois (April 
28) and Evanston, Illinois (May 12).

Ritner’s publications during the academic year included numerous contributions for 
cross-cultural studies. For the online Oriental Institute Persepolis Fortification Tablets series, 
he published “Seals with Egyptian Hieroglyphic Inscriptions at Persepolis” with a companion 
study by Mark Garrison (http://www.achemenet.com/document/2010.002-Garrison&Ritner.
pdf). For Richard Steiner’s volume on Proto-Canaanite Spells in the Pyramid Texts, Ritner served 
as a quoted contributor throughout the volume and provided “Foreword: An Egyptological 
Perspective.” Within Earl Leichty’s volume on Royal Inscriptions of Esarhaddon, Ritner served 
as quoted translator for amphora of Takelot III. In addition, he contributed an entry on an 
archaic “Throwstick” for the Oriental Institute exhibit catalog Before the Pyramids: The Origins 
of Egyptian Civilization, composed an article “Killing the Image: Killing the Essence” for the 
seminar Iconoclasm and Text Destruction in the Ancient Near East and Beyond (held oppo-
site his April lecture for the “Cosmogony and Theogony” conference), and published online 
his study of Egyptian demonology: “An Eternal Curse upon the Reader of These Lines (with 
Apologies to M. Puig).” Ritner’s 2009 Paris lectures were published by the École Pratique des 
Hautes Études: “Religion de l’Égypte ancienne. Conférences de M. Robert K. Ritner, Directeur 
d’études invité: Une introduction à la magie dans la religion de l’Égypte antique.”

Most importantly, Ritner completed the proofreading for his next monograph, The Joseph 
Smith Egyptian Papyri: A Complete Edition (P. JS 1–4 and the Hypocephalus of Sheshonq), to be pub-
lished by the Smith-Pettit Foundation (Salt Lake City). Including a history of the Smith mum-
mies and papyri, comparative transliterations and translations of all the texts, chronological 
analysis of the documents, and discussions of the historicity of Smith’s interpretations of the 
papyri (including a Mesopotamian perspective offered by Christopher Woods), the volume 
offers unique, critical insight into a little-known episode of early American “Egyptomania.” 
The book should be available within the coming academic year. 

When not lecturing, writing, or proofreading, Ritner served on various committees and 
taught five courses on Middle Egyptian hieroglyphs, hieratic, and religious texts from the 
Old Kingdom through the Coptic periods.

————————————————————

Martha T. roth 

I take great pleasure in reporting that the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project has come to a 
successful conclusion (please see separate report). I began working at the Oriental Institute 
as a post-doctoral researcher on the project in 1979, and the CAD has dominated my schol-
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arly energies for the last thirty-two years. A guide and history, “How We Wrote the Chicago 
Assyrian Dictionary,” appeared this year in the Journal of Near Eastern Studies 69 (2010): 1–21.

Meanwhile, I have served as dean of the Division of the Humanities since 2007 and have 
continued to do research and publish in the area of ancient Mesopotamian legal history. 
Three articles reassessing categories of personal status were submitted to press in 2010–11: 
“A Note on m�r aw�lim in the Old Babylonian Law Collections” will appear in the conference 
volume Din�t m�šarim: Studien zur Setzung und Legitimation des Rechts im Kodex Hammurapi und 
im Alten Testament, a special issue of BZAR; “On Persons in the Old Babylonian Law Collec-
tions: The Case of m�r aw�lim in Bodily Injury Provisions” will appear in a volume in honor of 
our colleague Matthew Stolper; and “Errant Oxen, or: The Goring Ox Redux” will appear in a 
Festschrift for a dear colleague who (I hope) still is not aware of the volume.

In May 2011, I attended a planning session at the University of Cambridge for the launch 
of a new comparative ancient law series, for which I will be responsible for the Mesopota-
mian material. This project will occupy more than a dozen scholars of ancient Greek, Roman, 
Indian, Chinese, Mesopotamian, and Egyptian legal history for several years to come. I look 
forward to working with colleagues on this new collaborative project.

————————————————————

Yorke M. rowan 

During July–August 2010, Yorke M. Rowan co-directed (with Morag Kersel) the second sea-
son of excavations at the Chalcolithic (4500–3600 bc) site of Marj Rabba, in the lower Galilee, 
Israel (see separate report). The excavations exposed rectilinear stone architecture, possible 
remains of silos, and evidence for domesticated pigs, sheep, goat, and cattle at the site. In 
addition, Yorke co-directed (with Gary Rollefson and Morag Kersel) an exploratory survey 
and recording at the site of Maitland’s Mesa in the badia of eastern Jordan. A brief article on 
their work, “Maitland’s ‘Mesa’ Reassessed: A Late Prehistoric Cemetery in the Eastern Badia, 
Jordan” was published in Antiquity (85/327, http://php.york.ac.uk/org/antiquity/projgall.
php). The general research project in the eastern desert of Jordan, “Desert Monuments to 
the Dead: Views of the Early Pastoral Lifeways in Jordan’s Eastern Desert,” co-authored with 
Rollefson and Alex Wasse, also appeared in the American Center for Oriental Research Newsletter 
22/1 (available online at www.acorjordan.org). 

Culture, Chronology and the Chalcolithic: Theory and Transition, a volume co-edited with 
Jaimie Lovell, was published by Oxbow for the Council for British Research in the Levant 
Supplementary Series and includes an introductory chapter by Rowan and Lovell. 

Yorke’s review of The Archaeology of Ritual, by E. Kyriakidis, appeared in Near Eastern Ar-
chaeology 73/4 (2010): 254–55.

Yorke participated in a number of conferences during the academic year. In November, at 
the annual ASOR (American Schools of Oriental Research) meetings in Atlanta, he presented 
a paper about the Oriental Institute’s excavations at Marj Rabba, “Marj Rabba: Excavation 
of a Chalcolithic Settlement in the Galilee.” Also at the ASOR meetings he co-authored a 
paper with G. Rollefson, A. Wasse, and M. Kersel titled “Mr. Big: Honoring Leaders of Late 
Prehistoric Pastoral Societies in Jordan’s Eastern Badia.” In addition, Rollefson, Kersel, and 
Rowan presented a poster on their research in the eastern desert of Jordan, “Living with the 
Dead: Mortuary Landscapes in the Badlands of Jordan.” Yorke also served as chair at the ASOR 
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